April 18, 2021
Vote by Email
Cari motioned to approve the tool packages and the tool distribution list that Michele and Kyle
created. Greta Seconded the motion
All in favor, no oppose
Tool Package Detail - Below is what Kyle and I came up with. We can
discuss this further on Tuesday and vote on it. In the mean time, let us
know if you have any questions.

TOTAL PACKAGES - We put a total of 18 packages together. 14 regular
packages together (6-8 tools per package with an average value of $805)
PROFESSIONAL GRADE PACKAGES - We put a total of 4 professional
grade packages together (9- 11 tools per package with an average value
of $1,249). We had more potential recipients for this level of tool package
(based on what they reported they lost) but we choose to go with the
families that had no insurance. The others had CA Fair Plan. The families
receiving the professional grade tools are highlighted in Pink in the below
Google sheet. The families in Blue highlight we considered for professional
tools but they have the CA Fair Plan so they are receiving tools but not the
professional grade packages. Although the CA Fair Plan sucks, we were
able to use this factor to whittle the list down to 4 families.
WHO WAS LEFT OUT: We have identified the list of tool recipients and
our list has 21 people (we are giving out 18 sets) so we choose them in
order of us receiving their application. The three families who got in their
applications in March, we are giving smaller packages to. They are
highlighted in Yellow. We also excluded all those folks who have private
insurance and who lost a 2nd home.
PREVIOUS ROS DISTRIBUTION RECIPIENTS: 9 of the 18 families
receiving tools have received our $1317 distribution. That is because they
lost their primary residence and had no insurance. The 5 others have the
CA Fair Plan and that’s why they haven’t received a distribution from us.

